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DIRECTION: In the following passage certain words have been left out, fill in the blanks with 

appropriate options. 

One of the coldest ____ (1) on Earth is so hot it's melting. Glaciers, sea ice and a massive ice 

sheet in the Arctic are thawing from toasty air above and warm water below. The northern 

polar region is heating up twice as fast as the rest of the planet and that's setting off ____ (2) 

bells. "The melting of the Arctic will come to haunt us all,'' said German climate scientist. 

 

While global leaders set a goal of preventing 2 degrees Celsius of man-made warming since 

pre-industrial times, the Arctic has already hit that dangerous mark. Last year, the Arctic 

Circle was about 3.6 degrees warmer than normal. 

 

Earth is getting hotter because of the buildup of heat-trapping gases ____ (3) into the air by 

the burning of coal, oil and natural gas, according to decades of peer-reviewed research. 

Scientists have long predicted the Arctic would warm first and faster than the ____ (4) of the 

globe. Real-time measurements are proving them right. The Arctic is mostly ocean covered 

with a layer of ice; changes from ice to water often kick in a cycle that contributes to global 

warming. 

Sea ice is white and it reflects the sun's ____ (5) back into space. But when it melts, it's 

replaced with dark ocean that strongly absorbs it, said the former NASA chief scientist. 

1. One of the coldest ____ (1) on Earth 

a. area      b. location       c. caves       d. places      

2. setting off ____ (2) bells. 

a. clock    b. temple    c. local     d. alarm                

3. heat-trapping gases ____ (3) into the air 

a. spray    b. spewed    c. fumes    d. contributes      

4. faster than the ____ (4) of the globe 

a. best     b. next      c. rest     d. all                           

5. it reflects the sun's ____ (5) back into space. 

a. heat     b. stroke      c. wave     d. hot                    

ANSWERS:    1. option (d)   2. option (d)    3. option (b)    4. option (c)      5. option (a) 
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